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00 FOREWORD： I BEGAN CREATING MY TIME CAPSULE BOXES 
I began creating my time capsule boxes in September 2002. They were used 
to store the bew i I der i ng quant i ty of mater i a I that rout i ne I y passed through 
my hands or came across my mi nd. I referred to these boxes as "t ime capsu I es". 
I I ike that and soon began keeping an empty box beside my desk so 丨 could 
fill it with the stuff I accumulated every day. When a box was ful 1，I would 
seal it，store it and start f i M ing another. I numbered the boxes. They' re 
stuffed with junk, but there's art in there, too. The art and the junk are 
all jumbled together. Sometimes，it's hard to tel I which is which. By the 
time， I'd filed away 10 time capsules. 
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02 THE ARCHIVE GALLERY, AS AN INVENTED PROGRAM 
The archive gallery, as an invented program resembling the traditional 
bur ied-torpedo type time capsule but in the scale of a city，is a mnemonic 
device for the registration，retention and recal I of memory, a place where 
private memories (the archive) are separated from but reflective of the 
collective memories (the gallery) of the city itself. 
As a collapsible set of realities， and/or virtualities， described in a 
Ianguage of semiot ics - the semiosic- (symboI ic) and catoptr ic (ref Iect i ve) 
universe — the intention is to concretise， in terms of program, the 
interchange between the labyrinthine character and mirror reflectivity of 
both the city (the outer world) and memory (the inner self). 
"The catoptric universe is a reality which can give the impress ion of 
vi rtuality, whereas the semiosic universe is a vi rtual ity which can give 
the impression of reality. 
Umber to Eco, Semiotics and the Phi I osophy of Language 
The archive gallery is about architecture of labyrinth and mirror， which 
functions as the labyrinth (network) and as the mirror (images of 
containment) simultaneously. 
As labyrinth (network), it mediates spatial units and their relationships 
to one another. It mediates 
''the relationships between the measurements of its space and the events 
of its past: the height of a lamppost and the distance from the ground of 
the usurper's swaying feet…the height of that railing and the leap of 
the adulterer who cI imbed over it at dawn. . . The city…does not teI I its 
past, but contains it I ike the I ines of a hand, written in the corners of 
streets, the gratings of windows, the banisters of the steps, the antennae 
of the I ightning rods, the poles of the flags, every segment marked in turn 
with scratches, indentations, scrolls, 
Italo Cafvino, Invisible Cities 
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As mirror (i mages of conta i nment) ’ it defines, se I f-ref lect i ve I y, spatial 
enclosure and ego enclosure. It contains 
"the big stone Fedora and the I ittle Fedoras in the glass globes. Not because 
they are equally real, but because all are only assumptions. The one 
contains what is accepted as necessary when it is not yet so; the others, 
what is imagined as possible and, a moment later, is possible no longer.“ 
Italo Gal vino, Invisible Cities 
The site, in the junction of Sai Yeung Choi Street South and Nelson Street 
in Mongkok district，is 30m long by 18m wide. The para I lei concrete walls 
r i se to a he i ght of about 30m, a po i nt wh i ch the oppos i te res i dent 丨 a I b I ocks 
a I ign with in elevation，and descend to a depth of about 12m to MTR exit. 
The sets of opposite parallel walls create a repeated but varied reading 
of the entire procession spiraling up, with discrete spaces in between. 
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03_ HABITATION/ MAN AND HIS ENVIRONMENT/ TOURISTIC EXPERIENCE/ 
DEAN MACCANNELL/ ADVENTURER, TRAVELLER, TOURIST/ CHRISTIAN 
NORBERG-SCHULZ/ RELPH EDWARD/ INSIDENESS AND OUTSIDENESS/ THE 
ONE. THE THING, THE PLACE/ AUTHENTICITY VS PEUSDO-EVENT/ THE 
HOME 
Inventory of box 03 
Marks on box: habitation/ human and his environment/ touristic experience/ Dean 
MacCannel1/ adventurer, traveller, tourist/ insideness and outsideness/ Christian 
Norberg-Schu I z/ Re I ph Edward/ the one, the th i ng, the p I ace/ authent i c i ty vs peusdo-event/ 
the home 
Contents inside box 
Quote. Notebook //， Department of Architecture, CUHK (2002-3). 
"Habitation begins as the routines of Iife take place and develop significant form. 
The form becomes significant as its ambiance, its conditions of I ight, its geometry, 
its relationship to other forms embody symbolic significance. It is not merely a 
response to i mmed i ate funct i ons but a I so the embod i ment of myths, customs, and be I i efs. 
The distance between two persons in conversation, the seating arrangement around a 
room or a table, the place of entry into a room, the shape of gathering around an 
event, a procession. These are captured in art, folklore, literature, and customs 
in various cultures, and have given timeless significance to art, literature, and 
architecture. They enable a work of architecture to capture the entire history and 
culture of a community, the past, present, and future in a single act.“ 
Habitation// the act of inliibiting/ state of inhibiting or dwelling, or of being 
inhibited/ occupancy/ place of abode/ settled dwelling/ residence/ house// which 
takes place/ in somewhere sometime/ in relation to/ man and his environment// 
Man and his environment// dialogue between/ a place and its people// the initial 
contact/ the chi Idhood?/ the stranger?/ the traveI ler/ the tour i st// I may start wi th 
tourism/ something about/ one's travelling experience/ touristic experience// 
Plate 3. Touristic experiences. 
Dialogue between the sight and I’ the tourist, (top). 
Bernado, Jordi. Good News. Barcelona: Actar, 1998. 
The one, the thing, the place. Victoria harbour, Hong Kong, (bottom). 
Be the one (the not belonging, homeless/ planners/ businessmen/ artists/ tourists/ 
travellers/ the belonging, home) in the place (Victoria Harbour, Hong Kong). 
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Quote. Fatou Jobe, Grade 3 student, Serrekunda, Gambia, Tour Voyage, Colors 49. 
"When I grow up, I want to be a touri st.“ 
Tour istic exper i ence// dial ogue between/ the s i ght and I ’ the tour i st// the subject/ 
I’ sightseer/ the origin/ known/ a fixed point of reference// the act/ sightseeing/ 
displacement and time/ from known to cl ich6 or unknown/ a tour// the object/ sight/ 
the destination/ clich6 or unknown/ a touristic space to be// 
Dial ogue between/ the tour i st and the s i ght// bei ng or igi na I, tour i st i c pi ace shou I d 
be authentic with respect to the sight/ not being another, being itself/ [sight； 
tour i st i c pi ace// Be i ng more than or igi na I, tour i st i c pi ace shou I d be authent i c with 
respect to the tour ist/ not being on丨y i tseIf, being more than itseIf/ [sight/tour i st] 
touristic pi ace// Hence/ the opposing, ambiguous i ntent i on to negoti ate// 
I read/ The Tourist, A New Theory of the Leisure Class/ by/ Dean MacCanneI I// 
Dean MacCanne 11// The Tourist: A New Theory of the Leisure Class// the contents// 
Modernity and the Production of Touristic Experiences/ Sightseeing and Social 
Structure/ The Paris Case: Origins of Alienated/ Lei sure/ The Other Attractions/ 
Staged Autfient i c i ty/ A Semi otic of Attract ion/ The Ethnomethodo I ogy of Sightseers/ 
Structure, Genuine and Spurious/ On Theory, Methods and Application// 
Quote. John Carrol I (b. 1944), Australian sociologist. Sceptical Sociology, ch. 8, 
Rout I edge & Kegan Paul (1980). 
"The tour ist i s f i rst of a I I an adventurer. The dream i s of the p i oneer, the exp I orer, 
the great voyager or the conquering emperor. He leaves the security of home far behind 
and sets out beyond the per i meters of the known wor I d for fame, fortune and exc i tement. 
He wants to take on the minotaur, scale the Matterhorn, discover a lost Amazonian 
tribe or sample the del ights of a Thai brothel... The essence of the tourist adventure 
is exhibited in the contours of the excitements that it provides. And these contours 
are best inferred from the stories that are told and re-told with animation to 
relatives, friends and col leagues at home. It is virtual ly never what has been seen 
that is recounted with enthusiasm. When the sites are described it is in the form 
of ritualized cliches: the Eiffel Tower really is a wonder - we went up it, and you 
get such a nice view. It is rather the personal moments of the tour, moments of 
near—crisis, that in retrospect were exciting: when one of the suitcases fai led to 
arrive off the luggage chute at Frankfort Airport. Touring itself has been turned 
into a routine, restricting adventure to those moments when routine breaks down.“ 
Quote. Daniel J. Boor st in, U. S. historian. The Image: A Guide to Pseudo-Events in 
America, ch. 3, Harper & Row (1964). 
"There is a wonderful, but neglected precision in these words. The old English noun 
"travel" (in the sense of a journey) was or igi nal ly the same word as "travail" (meaning 
"trouble, “ "work, “ or "torment")... Significantly，too, the word "tour" in "tourist" was 
derived by back—format ion from the Latin "tornus, "which in turn came from the Greek 
word for a tool describing a circle. The traveller, then was working at something; 
the tourist was a pleasure-seeker. The traveller was active; he went strenuously in 
search of people, of adventure, of exper i ence. The tourist is passive; he expects 
interesting things to happen to him." 
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Quote. Paul FusseU (b. 1920), U. S. writer. Abroad, From Exploration to Travel to 
Tourism, pp. 38’ 39, Oxford University Press (1980). 
"Exploration belongs to the Renaissance, travel to the bourgeois age, tour ism to our 
proletarian moment...The explorer seeks the undiscovered, the traveller that which 
has been discovered by the mind working in history, the tourist that which has been 
discovered by entrepreneurship and prepared for him by the arts of mass pub I icity... If 
the exp I orer moves toward the r i sks of the form 丨 ess and the unknown, the tour i st moves 
toward the security of pure cl iche. It is between these two poles that the travel ler 
med i ates …” 
Adventurer, traveller, tourist// adventurer/ goes from known to unknown/ the 
explorer// traveller/ mediates in between the two// tourist/ tours the cliche/ the 
pleasure seeker// 
I read/ Genius Loci: Towards a Phenomenology of Architecture/ by/ Christian 
Norberg-Schu丨 z// 
Christian Norberg-Schu I z// Genius Loci: towards a phenomena / ogy of architecture// 
phenomenology// as 'return to tilings’// phenomenology of place/ of everyday 
life-world// concrete phenomenon// of/ people, flowers, animals, streets, houses, 
doors, furniture, sun, day, seasons// intangible phenomenon// of/ feelings// the 
total ity made up of concrete things which form the environment// places/ 知signated 
by/ nouns/ real ‘things that exist'/ space/ denoted by/ prepositions/ as a system of 
relations/ over, under, before, behind, at, in, within, on, upon, to, from, a long, 
next// character/ denoted by/ adjectives/ complex total ity/ single adjective cannot 
cover more than one aspect// 
Genius Loci// a Roman concept// every independent being has its genius, its guardian 
spirit// this spirit gives life to people and places// accompanies them from birth 
to death// determines their character or essence// 
DwelI// derived from Old Norse dvelja// meant to Iinger, or remain// to be at peace 
參 參 鲁 • 參 參 參 參 雛 • 參 鲁 鲁 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 參 • 參 • 參 • 參 • • 參 • 參 • 參 參 • • • • 
in a protected place// the correspondence between man and its environment// to 
gather// means that the everyday life-world become 'habitual'// dwelIing means to 
gather the worId as a concrete bui Iding or ‘thing，/ man dwells when he is able to 
concret i se the wor Id i n bu i I d i ngs and th i ngs// concret i sat ion is the funct i on of the 
work of art/ to gather the contradictions and complexities of the life-world/ work 
of art helps man to dwell/ so as/ architecture// 
Life-world of existential theory// existential space/ relationship between man and 
h i s env i ronment// ex i stent i a I tour i st i c p I ace?/ re I at i onsh i p between the tour i st and 
the sight?// architecture/ concretisat ion of existential space// 
The phenomenon of place// sky// world/ natural landscape/ man-made settlement// 
earth// the structure of place/ space and character// space// orientation/ spatial 
implication/ 3D organization of elements which make up a place// character// 
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identification/ how things are/ the general 'atmosphere'// the spirit of place// the 
totaI man-pI ace re 丨 at i onsh i p/ or i entat ion and identi f i cat ion// man dweI Is when he 
can orientate himself within and identify himself with an environment// 
architecture// to create places, to help man to dweI I// 
The outcome architecture// would act as a mean to orientate users to different 
viewpoints and provide them with various experiencing opportunities/ the outcome 
arch i tecture// shou I d sat i sfy the d i fferent des i res and needs of the d i fferent users, 
so that they can identify themselves in the appropriate environment// 
I read/ Place and Placelessness/ by/ Relph Edward// 
Relph Edward// Place and Placelessness// The spectrum of experience/ The not 
belonging, homeless; Planners； Businessmen; Artists; Tourists; Travellers; The 
Belonging, Home// insideness and outsideness// 
Insideness and outsideness// let's say/Victoria Harbour/ how would it represent Hong 
Kong w i th respect to d i fferent peop I e? // One i s a I ways i n t i me/ and one i s everywhere 
in place// in this case/ it is the tour i st in Hong Kong on the turn of the 21 st century// 
the place is somewhere and sometime// in this case/ it is the touristic place in Hong 
Kong on the turn of the 21st century// the Victoria Harbour view, which is genera I ly 
regarded as the Hong Kong super brand/ is chosen to be the case study example// 
Experiment 1/ be the one in the place// spectrum of touristic experience// my aim// 
is to study the placeness of place// in order to // understand, improve, redefine// 
the touristic placeness of touristic place// 
Be the one (namely 'homeless', ‘planner，，'businessman', ‘artist，，‘tourist', 'travel Ier', 
and 'home') who experience the place (Victoria Harbour view) with different 
intensities of insideness or outsideness// the one (which is represented by the 
‘things，they possess) in the pi ace (wh i ch is represented by the 's i ght' they 
experi ence)// 
Representation 1/ ‘things' would demonstrate what they mostly want and quest for/ a 
check I ist of things (e. g. camera) would be used to best represent the particular one 
(e.g. ‘tourist，）/ what kind of things do they possess in related to the place?/ Why 
are those things meaningful for them?/ What do they signify?/ sign / signify / 
signified/ ‘things， represent the character of the pi ace for the particular one// 
Representation 2/ ‘sight’ would demonstrate in what way the place is perceived/ a set 
of visual images (e.g. frontal view of the Victoria Harbour) would be used to best 
represent the viewpoint of the particular one (e.g. ‘tourist')/ what kind of sight 
do they experience in related to the place? Image of the sight/ In what perspective 
and viewpoint is the sight experienced?/ What is the spatial arrangement?/ ‘sigl^t， 
represents the space of the place for the particular one// 
Representation 1/ ‘things， represent the character of the place for the particular 
one// representation 2/ ‘sight’ represents the space of the place for the particular 
one// representation 1 + representation 2 = the one in the place// 
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This experiement helps to understand, improve, redefine the touristic placeness of 
touristic place/ only by pushing the level of insideness from behavioural to 
existential one, that tourists can rediscover the authenticity of the real place// 
The one, the thing, the place// 
'The Homeless'/ Existential outs i deness/ self conscious and reflective un involvement/ 
a I ienation from people and places/ ‘Things’？/ 'Sight'/ Something related to Hong Kong, 
heard about the famous night view, and so what?// 
'Planner'/ Objective outsideness/ deliberate adoption of dispassionate attitude/ 
places things having certain attributes/ Things，/ A1 drawing master plan, maps, 
paperwork, newspaper/ ‘Sight’/ Aerial view, bird-eye view, development master plan, 
skyline limit, analysis, past present future, critique, vision// 
‘Businessman，/ Incidental outsideness/ places experienced as background/ places 
incidental to activities in them/ 'Things'/ Briefcase, palm schedule organizer/ 
'Sight'/ View from Starbucks coffee shop on the Peak, 21:00, meeting, a location// 
‘Artist，/ Vicarious insideness/ second hand experience without visiting in place/ 
deeply felt involvement e.g. by artistic experience/ 'Things'/ Sketchbook, novels, 
poems, artworks, paintings/ Sight'/ Imagined vision in mind or expressed in artwork, 
or speaking of, col I age and juxtaposition of other related symbols// 
‘Tourist'/ Behavioural insideness/ place as set of objects, views, and activities 
arranged in certain ways/ sight being the most important element of exper i ence/ p I ace, 
content, serial vision/ ‘Things，/ Daypack, camera, film rolls, souvenirs/ 'Sight'/ 
1/haIf day grouped tour, serial views, gaze the sight from the jammed bus, front view 
from the Peak, photos together with the sight, photos with the marker, landmark 
buildings, day and night// 
‘Traveller，/ Empathetic insideness/ deliberate effort of perception/ openness and 
respect to place/ Things，/ Backpack, camera, guidebook, maps, notebook, MTR travel 
card, postcard/ 'Sight'/ half day sightseeing route, frontal view from Tsim Sha Tsui 
Promenade, view from Star ferry, walking perspective, street life snap shot, up the 
Peak Tram the moving image, front view from the Peak, photo the sight, daydream and 
take a short brake, I ight trek round the Peak for awarding view, to see and be seen, 
landmark buildings, day and night/ 
'The Home'/ Exi stent iaI i ns i deness/ pI ace fulI of s i gn i f i cances w ithout deIi berate 
or se I fconsc i ous ref I ect i on/ deep and comp I ete i dent i ty wi th p I ace/ 'Th i ngs7 Wardrobe, 
old photos, stamps, MTR card, a page on the diary/ ‘Sight'/ Old memories, family, 
friends, boy/girl friend, special events, firework，old photos, Mil I ion Walk light 
trek round the Peak, the pavi I ion gathering, Tsim Sha Tsui five flags meeting piont, 
lunch/evening brake, wi nd breeze wave starry sky, Star ferry to and fro dai ly, British 
colony, 1997, landmark buildingsss, past and present and future, day and night/ 
A gathering of things or artefacts/ to represent a particular place for a particular 
person// the real experience is the gathering of the above ail/ the real place// 
but// does it really matter how real or unreal the experience is?/ as long as/ 
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authentic with respect to the particular person/ is a I ready ok?/ authenticity vs. 
peusdo-event// 
Authenticity vs peusdo-event// I read/ Travel丨ing /ight : photography, travel, and 
visual culture/ by D. Osborne, Peter. / chapter 5// 
The two contradictory versions of touristic paradise// paradise as unmediated, 
predominantly visual, reception of the real, in particular of ways of life deemed 
more authentic than the tourist's own/ like/ ethnographic or ecological tourism// 
paradise as the acceptance of artifice, of the representation, of the copy/ like/ 
Disneyland// 
Experiment 2/ touristic paradise// ultimate touristic experience// 
Paradise 1/ Paradise of unmediated, real, authentic/ Ethnographic tourism/ 
'Pi Igr image'/ the tourists, like pilgrims, travel in order to see the scared image/ 
the markers and many other representations urge the tourists to find the authentic, 
transcend the sight a scared one/ the excitement, the ritual aim,丨 ies on the final 
seeing of it// 
Paradise 2/ Paradise of artifice, representation, copy/ Disneyland/ 
‘Department-store-visua I—purchase，/ the tourists, act as both the consumers and the 
producers in the commercial ised tourism settings, travel to see in order to see what 
they expected/ The world, I ike the department store window disp丨ay, is laid out, for 
visual purchase/ Consumption in both eye and imagination end it all// 
Paradise 1 + Paradise 2 二 Contemporary tourist// The two contradictory versions 
confusi ngIy, pIayfuI Iy, co-exist// 
Staged authenticity/ Paradox of touristic experience/ A quest for authentic and or 
pseudo experiences/ singular autl^en1;icity vs. piuraiity of representations/ 
modulation between the hope for the encounter with singular authenticity and the 
actual immersion in a plurality of representations is a constant in tourism/ 
post-tourist// upgrading touristic experience// 
travel// the post-tour i st/ would act like/ tourist and travel 






Two merits of tourism// merit 1// to counteract homogenized world/ futility of 
mobility/ single largest peaceful movement of people across cultural boundaries in 
the world history// merit 2/ to counteract technological world/ fluid mobility/ 
travel remains highly valued precisely to counteract the effects of technological 
worId// tourist gaze vs. urban glimpse// structure/ urban groups// structure of 
structure/ gaze over, over lapp i ng of groups, mesh of relationships, communications, 
interactions// deconstruct/ as arbitrary, individual, unique events, stories with 
different narratives// 
Quote. Certeau, Michel de. The Practice of Everyday Li fe. Trans. F. Renda! I, Steven. 
Berkeley: University of Ca!iform'a Press, c1984. 
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"Travel, like walking, is a substitute for the legends that used to open up space 
to something different. What does travel ultimately produce if it is not by a sort 
of reversal, an exploration of the deserted places of my memory.“ 
Quote. Zumthor, Peter. Swiss Sound Box: a handbook for the pavi I ion of the Swiss 
Confederation at Expo 2000 in Hanover. Basel; Boston : Birkhauser, c2000. 
"I stroll through the forest, the trees stand in regular density, here and there a 
clearing, a bush, shrubbery, no large paths, no open spaces, perhaps meander i ng tra i I s. 
I roam around, I discover, I find my own path. I'm led by curiosity, seduced by a 
sunspot, by a particular sound.“ 
Quote. Adrienne Rich, US poet and feminist, The Tourist and the Town, / ines 17-21 
(1955). 
"There is a mystery that floats between 
the tourist and the town. Imagination 
Estranges it from her. She need not suffer 
Or die here. It is none of her affair, 
Its calm heroic vistas make no claim." 
Film. Van Nuys, Total RecalI’ 1997// inspired by the short story// Phi I I ip K. Dick, 
We Can Remember It For Your Wholesale, 1965// A worker leaves Earth for the 
mind-bending nightmarish reality of a Martian mining colony ruled over by dictator 
who can alter real ity to suit his whims// "With Recal I incorporated, you can buy the 
memory of your ideal trip, cheaper, safer and better than the real thing. What's more, 
the package offers options to travel in alternate identities. We called it the ego 
trip.，，// the Recall client will emerge from sedation implanted with extra-factual 
memories of a travel adventure, free from vagueness, omissions, ellipses, and 
distortions; and provided with tangible evidence such as souvenirs, ticket stubs, 
a stamped passport, and proof of immunization// 
The home// has the role of representation/ the resident's artefacts of 
self-representation/ the home / is the fixed point of reference/ for which the trip 
must be authenticated// to be able to detach from one's own routine/ is to wander 
around as a tourist// authentic experience can only be achieved by being able to feel 
I i ke home// where one fee I s home// i s based on the poss i b i I i ty of/ over 丨 ay i ng pr i vate 
and public memories/ 
Travel/ is between a “ginning and an end/ a circular form/ in which the point of 
departure/ is as influential as/ the destination/ 
The structure of tour i sm/ resembles the ritual behavior/ of/ a beginning, a change, 
and a return to the norma 1/ 
When we travel/ we 'cross over'/ we cross not only from place to place/ but also from 
time to time/ and sometimes we are changed in the process// 
In touristic space// the correspondences between time and space// between histories 
and geographies/ are negotiable// "Bypassing the 丨 imitations of chronological time 
and contiguous space, touristic time is reversible and touristic space, elastic. 7/ 
and thus/ time is re-played, geography is re-placed// 
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04_ THE SITE/ TOPOLOGY VS GEOGRAPHY/ TIME AND MOVEMENT/ ANDY 
WARHOL/ DAN GRAHAM/ UMBERTO ECO/ AS SIGN AND AS MIRROR/ TIME 
CAPSULE/ ENCODING AND DECODIN6/ REG ISTRATI OH, RETENTI ON, RECALL 
OF MEMORY/ WALTER BENJAMIN/ CITY AND MEMORY/ THE METAPHOR 
Inventory of box 04 
Marks on box: the site/ topology vs geography/ time and movement/ Umberto Eco/ Charles 
Jencks/ encoding and decoding/ as sign and as mi rror/ Andy Warhol / Dan Graham/ time capsule/ 
registration, retention, recall of memory/Walter Benjamin/city and memory/the metaphor 
Contents inside box: 
Plate 4. The site, in the junction of Sai Yeung Choi Street South and Nelson Street, 
Mongkok, Hong Kong. 
The site// I'd like somewhere crowded with people from a I I walks of life...// somewhere 
in the centre of the grid-1 ike city/ orientation and identification/ but at the same 
time/ adjacent to the mass transit railway/ point to point interrelationships// I 
chose Mongkok// 
The (tour)ist touring the topo// only to search for authentic experience that feel 
I i ke home by break i ng through the c 丨 i ch6 c i rc I e// Home i s the on I y po i nt of reference 
that a tourist a I ways referring to// city drifter vs. city dweller// non-place vs. 
place// topology vs. geography// 
Quote. £ Re I ph. Place and Placelessness. London: Pi on, c1976. 
"There are at least two experienced geograpFiies: there is a geography of places, 
character i sed by var i ety and mean i ng, and there is a pi ace I ess geography, a labyrinth 
of end I ess simi lar ities.“ 
Quote. Deleuze, Gi / les., and Guattar i, Fe! ix. A Thousand Plateaus, Capital ism and 
Schizophrenia. Minneapo!is: University of Minnesota Press, c1987. pp. 478. 
"In smooth space, the line is therefore a vector, a direction and not a dimension 
or metric determination. It is a space constructed by local operations involving 
changes in direction. These changes in direction may be due to the nature of the 
journey itself, as with the nomads of the archipelagoes (a case of "directed" smooth 
space)； but it is more I ike Iy to be due to the variabi Iity of the goal or point to 
be attained’ as with the nomads of the desert who head toward local, temporary 
vegetation (a "nondirected" smooth space). Directed or not, and especially in the 
latter case, smooth space is directional rather than dimensional or metric. Smooth 
space i s f i I 丨 ed by events or haecc i t i es’ far more than by formed and perce i ved th i ngs.“ 
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Topology vs. geography// procession from smooth to striated/ tube to street/ and vice 
versa// smooth and striated spaces interweave// they fold// once a smooth space opens 
and suspends time, it swivels back into striated space, into measure// 
Topologica1/ Smooth space/ Continuous, vectorial, in motion/ Continuous space of 
f I ows resu Iting from the success i on of stat i c urban spaces, e i ther through a persona I 
itinerary or as the co—operation of subjects dispersed on a global scale/ Of 
infrastructure/ ‘ means, objects, spaces' / Movement flow of information, 
transportation, / Event, Things, personal/ Space// 
The study of those properties of a geometric model, such as connectivity, which are 
not dependent on position/ Topology/ Point to point interrelationships 
Tour (i St) / Tour a circle/ Home (or i g i n) =>po i nt of entry 二>means of transport =>poi nt 
of arrival// 
Globalized / Routine/ Orientate by external forces/ Placelessness/ Disconnect to 
place/ Interconnect ion/No shape, size/Deny to identify/More predictable, targeted, 
intended/ topological "map"// 
Geographical/ Striated space/ Fragmented and static/ Of form and function 
The study of the features of the earth's surface, together with their spatial 
distribution and interrelationships, as the environment of man/ Orientation/ 
Purposeful movement/ Way-finding / Organizer of activities/ Social role// 
From known to unknown/ Break through the boundary/ Point of arrival =>Destination// 
Localized/ Discovery/ Self-orientate with freedom/ Placeness/ Reconnect to place/ 
Way-finding/ Shape, size/ Identify/ Non-predictable, spontaneous, arbitrary/ 
geographical map// 
Quote. Certeau, Michel de. The Practice of Everyday Li fe. Trans. F. Rendat I, Steven. 
Berkeley: University of Catifornia Press, c1984. pp. 115-22. 
"So urban fragments and dialectical images can locate us physical Iy and conceptual ly 
in both space and time. They a I low us to make momentary sense of the world. Such 
fragments and i mages are an i ntr i ns i c e I ement of spat i a I storyte I I i ng - for exp I or i ng 
city and self. In contemporary urban and architectural discourse, we are increasingly 
obsessed by figures which traverse space: the flaneur, the spy, the detective, the 
prostitute, the rambler, the cyprian. These urban figures are metaphors of our quest 
for knowledge, they are voyages of exploration, passages of revelation, journeys of 
discovery in, and of, the city, in and of the self. They are spatial stories." 
Time and movement// the two predominant characteristics/of the site// the time 
program of/ second, minute, day, month, year, decade and eternal/ intersects with 
the spectrum of exper i ence of/ i ns i deness and outs i deness/ of d i fferent peop I e be i ng 
expressed in terms of movement// 
To experience is to/ move/ physicaIly or mentally?? movement takes time// which 
def i nes the rhythm of the part i cu 丨 ar p I ace i n the c i ty/ i nto frameworks of t i me, short, 
or long/ people/ are critical and essential too/ they interact and exchange 
experiences// 
• 參 • • 
Time// is the creator/ except time a I I other things are created// 
Event// a happening, occurrence, or episode// 
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Memory// the recollection of experiences from the past// 
Passage of time/ a process, a unique, ongoing time and space event/ notion of change, 
continual through time// 
Past,' present,' future// A past of memory?/ A present of description?/ A future of 
vision?// Past as projection backwards of present/ Future exists in imagination of 
past// Past, present, future that stand outside each other, unsettle each other, 
refuse to cohere// 
city// The simultaneity of past, present, and future// The multiple points of view, 
diversity/ The muItifaceted, disjuctural experience of time and space/ The constant 
interaction of rational and irrational, order and disorder, harmony and friction// 
imagining city// To imagine is to make present to my mind eye what is absent// 
Designing a dream city is easy; rebui Iding a I iving one takes imagination// Mode of 
imagining city: Autobiographical remembering; Novelistic description; 
Architecture// 
City as sym&oiic// The city exists as r印resentation and projection and experience/ 
In order to imagine the unrepresentable space, life, and languages of the city, to 
make them liveable, we trans late them into narrative/ We remember or mi sremember 
events and imagine them taking place against a symbolic topography// 
Narration of city event// Taking place, the act of narration/ Portrait of the city/ 
What we imagine is always an event or events taking place/ Our imagination is 
inherently narrative/ 
Retrieval of memory// Nostalgia, homesickness/ A trip to a no—longer—existing past/ 
Encounter with a no-longer-existing self// Sense of loss time/ As memory with the 
pain taken out/ Sense of experiencing the passage of time, the notion of change/ Of 
detachment as well as attachment/ A rather passive emotion/ A more active 
responsibility both for past and future// 
The time program of// second, minute, day, month, year, decade and eternal// 
Second// 0. 1. 0. 1, traffic I ight stop and go, road junction, snap shot, rea I t ime event, 
electronic data info, MTR exit, escalator, elevator, flow of people, info signage 
gives directions, TC database registry/ Circulation system (To and from MTR, up and 
down street level or upper levels), with MTR topo network, sign system, quick access 
system/ To and from, up and down, stop and go, spontaneous, instantaneous/ —瞬間， 
—剎那，即時 / / 
Minute// Fast food cafe, waiting, queue, ATM, promotion booths, info counter gives 
services, instant services/ Vending system (Snacks, drinks, cigarettes, ATM, 
advertising, fast food, 7-11, info services, telephone booth), queuing and waiting 
zone/ Before and after, queuing, waiting, rhythm, moment/ 片刻，一會兒// 
• • 參 
Day//Dai ly eyele, scenarios, morning and evening and night, f Iow of peopIe, routine, 
light and dark, overnight facilities/ Circulation system (Street level bypassing, 
up and down other levels), day and night transformable scenarios, big TV screen for 
news dai ly broadcasting, 2—way mirror image projection in and out bui Iding day and 
night/Bypassing, up/down, day and night, I ight and dark, dai ly cycle gradation/ M 
漸的變化，日復日，日常 / / 
17 
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Month// Days, weeks, months, spring, summer, autumn, winter, seasons, weather, 
horoscope, short term, move in and out, traces of existence, fashion, temporary vendor, 
smal I scale/ Stal I ing system (Temporary vendor, temporary storage lockers promotion 
booths, update, latest, hot items), imprint of stall advertisement to below, dump 
waiter vertical/ Old and new, in and out, alteration/ 交替，日亲if月異// 
• • 參 參 
Year// New year countdown, clock, year cycle, anniversary, ceremony, evaluation, 
vision, review, sharing, meditation/Registrati on, retention, recal 1/ forgotten and 
remembered, yearly cycle procession/ (User workshops, studios， workstations)/ 年 
復年，一年一度’週年 / Virtual archiving system (Audio/video public theatre, user 
access area for text/pics/audio/video)// 
Decade//Generation, look, age groups, boundary, enclosure, surround/exclude, clubs, 
associations, interests, exhibition, museum, safe deposit box, customize persona丨 ise 
TC/ Archiving system (Safe deposit box, sealing, reunion, opening ceremonies)/ 
Registration, retention, recall, forgotten and remembered, lifelong procession 
(Graffiti wal I, safe deposit box exhibition)/ 終身，一輩子，十年寒暑// 
Eternal//Opposite to second, emptiness, endless ci rc le, silence, sky, open spaces, 
void, greenery, water, soundtracks, books, tea, sleep, daydream/ Light and shadow, 
solid and void, inside and outside, continuous, topo strip, everlasting/ 永久，不 
朽，接連不斷，永怪/ Refreshing system (Open to sky rooftop, audio book cafe, sitting 
out benches, greenery, water// 
Plate 5. Andy Warhol (left) and Dan Graham (right). 
Andy Warhol, Time capsule boxes, 1974-1987. 
The War ho I - Col lect ions - Arch i ves. The Andy War ho / Museum ©2000. 03 No vember 2002. 
<http://www. war hot. org/co / lect ions/arch i ves. html> 
Dan Graham's two-way mi rrors. AIberro, Alexander, ed. Two-way mirror power: selected 
writings by Dan Graham on his art. Cambridge, Mass. : MIT Press, c1999. 
Andy Warhol// The ultimate time capsule// Data// "Time Capsule" boxes/ Andy Warhol/ 
1974-1987/ The Andy Warhol Museum Archives// Container// 612 identical cardboard 
boxes/ 10-by-18-by-14-inch// Contents// Art and junk dating from the ’50s through 
the ‘ 80s// 
Warhol's TCs// Document everything// 'BasicaI Iy’ he coI Iected himseIf• / As a memento, 
• 鲁 鲁 • 參 參 參 • • 參 * • • 參 鲁 鲁 • 華 參 參 • 參 • • • • 
a register of his everyday Iife// Not intended// Contents are unplanned/ Future use 
was uncerta i n// both s i gn i f i cance & i ns i gn i f i cance// Document the most i ns i gn i f i cant 
details of his existence/ Place the same significance (or insignificance) on 
everything/ Capture time and human experience in an indiscriminate way// 
Official TCs// Selective documentation// Placing a few carefully selected objects 
into a container, sealing it, and specifying a date when it should be opened// 
intended// Capture a sense of the current Zeitgeist for future generations/ Have 
pre-determined "exp i rat i on" or "opening" dates// significance// Items placed in them 
are chosen for special significance/ Commemorate events of special significance// 
"I think I have the same thing in my basement. 7 A museum visitor// "Warhol knew what 
he was doing. 7 "Everything in his I ife, in an artist's I ife... was meritorious of 
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recol lection. 7 Tom Sokolowski is the director of The Andy Warhol Museum// "I don’ t 
think he had a plan. It was the act of doing it, the process, that was so compel I ing 
to War ho 1. 7 John W. Sm i th is arch i vi st and i nter i m manager of The Andy Warho I Museum// 
I read// Two-way mirror power: selected writings by Dan Graham on his art// and// 
Semiotics and the Phi I osophy of Language/ by/ Umberto Eco// 
Quote. Eco, Umberto. Semiotics and the Phi I osophy of Language, Bloomington: Indiana 
Un i vers i ty Press, c 1984. 
'^The catoptr ic universe is a reality which can give the impression of virtuality, 
whereas the semiosic universe is a vi rtuality wh i ch can give the impress ion of 
reality. 
Umberto Eco// Semiotics and the Phi Iosophy of Language// 
Phenomenology of mirrors?? as threshold between imaginary and symbolic// a mirror 
made up of reflected strips with opaque strips in between / Incomplete virtual image 
requires both percept ion and signification// 
imaginary// Image/ Catoptrics/ Reflected ego/ Tokens/ Perception// image/ mirror 
image// 
Symbolic// Sign/ Semiosis/ Social ego/ Types/ Signification// sign/ imprint// 
PhenomenoIogicaI experiments of mirrors// magic 1// A freezing mirror// A picture, 
a photographic plate// magic 2// The frozen image move// A motion picture// magic 
3// No existence of mirror and referent for image// A painting// Memory of mirror 
images// A sequence of mirrors placed at regular intervals along a row of hills/ 
Rep lace the sequence of mirrors with other devices turning the I ight rays coming from 
the initial object into electric signals, which are then transformed into optical 
signals by a final device// Live TV images// 
Mirror images are not signs// Presence of both object and image/ Image is caused by 
object/ Cannot be i nterpreted, or used to lie/ Can on I y refer to one content (referent), 
by tokens/ Mirror being the only channel// 
Mi rror images as signs// Semiosis takes place between perceptive surprise and 
channel (the mirror itself), not between image and object// 
Mi ror image//Mi rror/Mi rror plate/ Inverse symmetry/ Incident rays of 丨 ight/Mi rror 
as the only channel / Mi rror stage/ Cannot Iie/ Move to fit// The catoptric universe 
is a rea I ity wfiicfi can give the impression of v i rtual i ty// 
Imprints are not mi rror images// Images of mi rror images do not work as mi rror images/ 
Can be more realistic, truer than the original/ The mi rror, in the world of signs, 
becomes the shadow of its former self: derision, caricature, and memory// 
Imprints as if mi rror images7/ The non—natural ity of their supposed causa I relation 
with the referent/ Impr i nt/Picture/ Exposed p I ate/ Inverse symmetry/Light rays into 
pigmentation/ Varied channels/ Photographic stage/ Can lie/ Fixed to set// 
The semiosic universe is a virtuality which can give the impression of reality// 
19 
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By studying semiotics/ as sign and as mirror// the function of/ time capsule// 
Plate 6. Time Capsule. 
Technical drawings of a time capsule. The Official record of time capsule Expo '70: 
a gift to the people of the future from the people of the present day. Kodama, Japan: 
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., c 1980. 
Quote. Jack Hitt, How to Make a Time Capsule, The Times Capsule. The New York Times 
Magazine, Sunday, December 5, 1999, 
<http://vmw. nytimes. com/I ibrary/magazine/mi / lennium/m6/index. html> 
"Start with a rash idea. Add an architect. Mix in artifacts, argon gas and a dash 
of irony. Seal carefully and let sit for years.“ 
Time capsule// in the scale of a city// 
T i me capsu I e// "A conta i ner used to store for poster i ty a sel ect i on of objects thought 
to be representative of 丨ife at a particular t i m e . The Oxford English Dictionary 
(1989)// Container// what form the capsule should take/ +/ Contents/ what to put into 
the capsule/ =/ Time Capsule// 
"How to capture our culture? Insiders pack the Time Capsule with the most telIing 
examples of what we listened to, read and looked at. “ Gerald Marzorati// "In its 
reflection you' I I find something at once fami I iar and strange — images of our I ives 
and time, but gl impsed through the eyes of the future" Michael Pol Ian// "Every time 
capsule is a kind of mi rror. An attempt to speak to the future, it can't help reflecting 
the present 一 in the shape of its container, the choice of its site and, especial ly, 
the manifest of its contents.“ Michael Pol Ian// 
Tips for Organizing a Time Capsule// By The International Time Capsule Society// Pick 
a retrieval date/ Choose an archivist or director/ Pick a container/ Find a secure 
location/ Mark the location with a plaque/ Choose capsule items/ Keep an inventory 
of items/ Have a forma I sealing ceremony/ Give the capsule a name/ Keep a record of 
the event/ Commemorate anniversaries and reunions/ Send out invitations to the 
projected opening/ Register the capsule// which is about// Intention/ Organization/ 
Selection/ Preservation/ Vision/ Storage/ Release// the question of// What/ Who/ 
Which/ how/ why/ where/ when// 
Keywords// Monument/ meaning/ things/ articulation// 
Monument// Monument, mementum, to think, to remember/ Anti—monuments/ Sculpture/ 
Figurative/ Abstract/ Imaginary space/ Visibility/ Form, style/ Static/ Viewer, 
creator/ Pub 丨 i c i nvo I vement/ Each generat i on/ Very human i n sea I e/ Very pr i vate/ Very 
personal/ Individual, Collective/ Aesthetics of things/ Sublimation of reality/ 
Universal sense of beauty// 
Meaning// Meaning/ Message/ Mythology/ Memorial/ Mnemonics/ Symbolic/ Burial/ 
Rituals/ Ceremony/ Existence, survival/ Meditation/ Labyrinth/ Believes/ Life/ 
Society, hope, love/ Values, ethic/Opt i mi sm, enthusiastic, / Gommun i cat i on/Encode, 
decode/ Sign, signify, signified/ Representation/ Interpretation// 
Things// Container/ Contents/ Sounds, images, texts/ Things, matter, artefacts/ 
Everyday items/ Prototypical/ Language/ Information/ Characters/ Copy/ Map/ 
Location/ Markers/ Means/ Layers/ Geometry/ Time, speed, movement/ Sense of time/ 
Timeless, eternal/ Human Body/ Nature, earth/ Divine, sacred// 
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Articulation// Post, paste, paint/ Engrave/ Translate/ Changes, process/ 
Deve I opment/ Protect i on/ Viol ence/ Energy to be re I eased/ I mpu I se to produce/ 丨 mpu I se 
to destroy/ Growth/ Decay, Corrode/ Passing of time/ being and gone/ Exposure/ 
Reopened/ Augmented/ Sliding, cutting/ Event to happen/ Discover/ Follow, Trace, 
recontour/ Surprise// 
Display vs. burial// 
Display// Priesthood (library or museum)/ Culture-dependent (remain above ground, 
to attract the gaze and speculation)/ Beauty (expressed)// Here (right in my 
bui 丨 d i ng)// 
Users// Private/ Subjective/ Individual// Structure (semiotics)// Dictionary/ Sign/ 
Time Capsule as Sign (Dual-Capsule)// Storage Medium// Concrete (objects) / Physical/ 
Archive (words, images, sounds)/ Analog/ Long-term/ Outcome/ Digital memory/ Outer 
world/ Forgetting// Intended/ Institutional/ Priori time capsule// Procession// 
Intention/ Storage (Buried, entomb)// 
Bur iai// Sacred ground (preserved, undisturbed)/Technology-dependent (below ground, 
with elaborate marking systems)/Box (hidden)// Anywhere (home, safe, secret p lace)// 
Users// Public/ Objective/ Collective (family, groups (school, friends), city, 
institutional, national)// Structure (semiotics)// Encyclopedia/ Mirror/ Time 
Capsule as Mirror (Dual-Gapsule as control)// Storage Medium/ Abstract (meanings, 
wishes, faiths)/ Mental/ Database (words, images, sounds)/ Digital/ Short-term/ 
Process/ Human memory/ Inner self/ Remembering// Not intended/ Non-institutional/ 
Posteriori time capsule// Procession/ Vision/ Release (Dig up)// 
Encod i ng and decod i ng//s i gn i f i ed/ s i gn i fy/ s i gn// fam i I i ar/ Mongkok i n 2002/ encode/ 
time capsule/ decode/ strange/ Mongkok in 2102// interpretation/ interpret/ 
i interpreter// 
Plate 7. Design process memory flow chart. 
Registration, retention, recaI I of memory//Memory//history vs. fantasy/ community 
vs. Subjectivity/ tradition vs. invention/ past vs. present/ reflection vs. 
representation/ authenticity vs. fabrication// 
Memory// Mnemosyne/the goddess of memory/ from ancient Greek/ was also the goddess 
of wisdom, the mother of the muses. . . and therefore... the progenitor of al 丨 the arts 
and sciences// 
Memory// The Macmi 丨Ian Encyclopedia 2001, • Market House Books Ltd 2000// The 
reco I I ect i on of exper i ences from the past/ Three processes are requ i red: reg i strat i on, 
in which an experience is received into the mind; retention, in which a permanent 
memory trace, or engram, is preserved in the brain, probably in the form of a chemical 
mo I ecu I e ； and reca I I ’ i n wh i ch a part icu lar memory i s brought back i nto consc i ousness/ 
Short-term memories are vivid but are forgotten with the passage of time unless they 
are registered in the long-term memory. Once in the long-term memory, they remain 
available unless they are interfered with by a similar memory// 
My time capsule// about city and memory/ both constitute/ labyrinthine character// 
Great i on// Labyr i nth to enhance memory, rehearsal, small I abyr i nth//Storage//event 
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wa i t i ng to occur, happen// Retr i eva I // the rea I I abyr i nth, to f i nd the Mi notaur out, 
to reflect the past, emotion explosion, celebration, the most important// 
I read/ 記憶的城市•虛構的城市/ b^/ 也新// and// Myth andmetropo/丨s: WaIter Benjamin 
and the city/ / 
Quote. Gi/loch, Graeme. Myth and metropo!is: Walter Benjamin and the city. 
Cambridge: Polity Press, 1996. 
"Memory and city life have spatial representati i on. Memory itself is represented as 
‘city-like，. The dense networks of street and ； a 11eyways ar •e 1i ke the knotted, 
intertwined threads of memory. The open spaces ( )f the urban environment are iike the 
voids and blanks of forgotten thing IS. Lost times are 1 ike o verlooked places. Berlin 
is formed in, and gives form to, memory.“ 
Walter Ben jam in// Three interconnected models of the relationship between memory and 
ci tyscape// city and memory as I abyr i nth// shock and the memo ire i nvoIorv[;a i re// urban 
archaeologi st// 
To move i n a I abyr i nth// is a c i rc I i ng around in which one rev i s i ts the same p I aces/ 
And yet, such motion indirectly leads towards the heart of things// To journey into 
the distance is to be a travel ler/ to journey within a labyrinth is to be a flaneur, 
one who wanders without destination, one who is able to lose him or herself in the 
metropolis// Time is not a linear progress ion// The past is not left behind as one 
moves on, but, I ike spaces in a labyrinth/ is continual ly encountered again, returned 
to, though approached from different directions// Motion in the city and in memory 
is apersi stent goi ng nowhere i n parti cuIar that consti tutes aperpetuaI redi scovery/ 
The past is a labyrinth in which memory endlessly circles// 
Urban archaeo I ogy// To d ig, I i ke the archaeo Iog i st, beneath the surface of the modern 
city and the modern sensibi Iity it engenders, to unearth the evidence of the past 
Iife and the shocks that have become lodged in the depths of the unconscious// "He 
who seeks to approach his own buried past must conduct himself I ike a man digging... 
He must not be afraid to return again and again to the same matter； to scatter it 
as one scatters earth, to turn it over as one turns over soi 17/ 
The metaphor of arcFiaeoTogical excavation// The la^rintl^ (excavation pIan, 
continual return to the same spot), conscious recoiiection (cautious proLng, 
fruitless search!ng) and memo ire i nvolontai re (unexpected discovery)// 
Each bui Iding, each space in the city, has its own half-forgotten tale to tel I// The 
city is the ‘discovery site of the persona I past// For the urban physiognomist, the 
city is a series of monuments// Like the memo ire involontai re, it interweaves 
forgetting and remembering// The cityscape stimulates recoHection; it serves as a 
mnemonic device// city and memory// 
City and memory// City memory phenomenon// city dweI lers or users consume memory by 
appropr i at i ng oneseI f wi th others pr i vate memory as one's own, acqu i r i ng sat i sfactory 
and f u I f i I ment wi th one's own v i rtua I I y constructed as- i f-rea I i ty// Arch i tecture have 
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two aspects// a cr itical power of remember ing in grasping urban space as histor ical Iy 
and temporally layered/ and an imagination that combines aesthetics and ethics in 
formuI at i ng possi b 丨 e changes to the fabri c of the city// 
The metaphor// city and memory/ are interchangeable/ with their labyrinthine 
character and mlrror-reflectIvity/ which constitute the outer world and inner self/ 
that reality and virtuality confused and connected with each other// They are 
fragmentary, episodic and scattered in nature// One has to both experience and 
reflect// 
Books. 
AIberro, Alexander, ed. Two-way mirror power: selected writings by Dan Graham on 
his art. Cambridge, Mass. : MIT Press, c1999. 
Bloomer, Kent C., and Moore, Charles W. Body, memory, and architecture, New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1977. 
Borden, lain, ed. Strangely fami I iar : narratives of architecture in the city, London; 
New York: Rout I edge, 1996. 
Broadbent, Geoffrey., Bunt, Richard., and Jencks, Charles, eds. Signs, symbols, and 
architecture, Chichester; New York: Wiley, c 1980. 
Brouwer, Marianne, ed. Dan Graham: works 1965-2000, Dusseldorf: Richter Verlag, 
c2001. 
Certeau, Michel de. The Pract i ce of Everyday L i fe. Trans. F. Renda! /, Steven. Berkeley: 
University of Ca!ifornia Press, c 1984. 
Dan Graham, architecture. London: Architectural Association, c1997. 
£ Re I ph., Place and Placelessness. London: Pi on, c 1976. 
Eco, Umber to. Semiotics and the Phi I osophy of Language, Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, c 1984. 
Gi / loch, Graeme. Myth and metropo / is: Walter BenJ am in and the city. Cambridge: 
Polity Press, 1996. 
Hobsbawm, Eric., and Ranger, Terence, eds. The Invention of tradition, Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1992. 
Jencks, Charles., and Baird, George, eds. Meaning in architecture, London: Barrie 
& Rock I iff the Cresset P., c1969. 
Manguel, Alberto., and Guadalupi, Gianni. The dictionary of imaginary places, New 
York: Macmi / Ian Pub. Co., 1980. 
Radstone, Susannah. Memory and methodology, Oxford; New York: Berg, 2000. 
The Official record of time capsule Expo '70: a gift to the people of the future 
from the people of the present day. Kodama, Japan: Matsushita Electric Industrial 
Co., c1980. 
The Warho /- Collect ions 一 Arch i ves. The Andy War ho / Museum ©2000. 03 No vember 2002. 
<http://wvm. warho I. org/col lections/archives, html〉 
Lingers, 0. M. Morphologic = City metaphors, Koln: W. Konig; New York: USA 
distribution by J. Rietman, c1982. 
Wa! I, Jeff. Dan Graham's Kammerspie!, Toronto: Art Metropo I e, 1991. 
Westwood, Sal丨ie., and Wi//iams, John. eds. Imagining cities: scripts, signs, 
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05_ THE STATEMENT/ OUR WORLD. REALITY VS VIRTUALITY. LABYRI NTH. 
MIRROR. METAPHOR. CUBE. PLANE. LINE. POINT. MODEL. ARCHITECTURE. 
THESIS/ GRID. LABYRINTH. TIME. BODY. MIRROR 
Inventory of box 05 
Marks on box: the statement/ our worId. reality vs vi rtuality. labyrinth, mirror, metaphor, 
cube, plane, line, point, mode I. architecture, thesis/gr id. labyrinth, time. body, mirror 
Contents inside box 
Plate 8. Metaphorical drawings-
Time capsule as sign and as mirror. 
Plate 9. Metaphor i caI models and col I age. 
Plate 10. Aerial photo, Mongkok, Hong Kong. 
OUR WORLD 
Our wor Id is made up of two fundamental aspects, one is the things or 
events that happened around us carrying symbolic meanings, and the 
other is our minds that governed our seIf-consciousness possessing 
imaginary perspectives. The outer worId and the inner self combine to 
form our worId. 
REAL ITY VS VIRTUALITY 
The catoptric universe is a reality which can give the impression of 
virtuality, whereas the semiosic universe is a vi rtuality which can 
give the impression of real ity. 
Umber to Eco, Semiotics and the Phi I osophy of Language 
The symbolic things or events constitute the reality, while the 
imaginary minds constitute the vi rtual ity. 
LABYRI NTH 
A comp! icated irregular network of passages or paths. A maze. The term 
33 
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was first used of the bui I ding constructed by Daeda I us for King Minos 
of Crete, in which the Minotaur //ved; An intricate or tangled 
arrangement; 
The Oxford Engl ish Reference Dictionary 
A labyrinth is a path without beginning or end, in which one may make 
end less interpolations. 
The symbolic labyrinth is used as a metaphor of both the city and our 
memory. 
MIRROR 
A po! ished surface, of ama I gam-coated glass or metal, which reflects 
an image; a /ooking-g/ass; Anything regarded as giving an accurate 
reflection or description of something else; 
The Oxford Engl ish Reference Dictionary 
A mirror is a threshold between the symbolic and the imaginary. 
The imaginary mirror is used as a metaphor of the reflections of both 
the city and our memory. 
METAPHOR 
A metaphor is the transformation of an actual event into a figurative 
expression，evoking images by substituting an abstract notion for 
something more descriptive and illustrative. 
A labyrinth is used as a metaphor of both the city and our memory, whi le 
a mirror is used as a metaphor of their reflect ions. 
CUBE 
A cube has six planes. A folded labyrinth constitutes three adjoining 
planes of the cube, whi le a folded mirror constitutes the other three. 
It combines the symbol ic labyrinth and the imaginary mirror to from 
our worId. 
PLANE 
A plane has two surfaces. A plane on a cube mediates the inside and 
the outside. The outer surfaces of the cube contact with the outer wor Id, 
while the inner surfaces contact with the inner self. 
It mediates the outer worId and the inner self. 
The outer surface gives form to the memory as it appears in the city 
(city memory), while the inner surface gives form to the city as it 
appears in memory (the remembered city). 
35 
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LINE 
A I ine has two poles. A I ine in a cube connects the inner surface of 
one plane and the outer surface of the opposite plane by breaking 
through the opposite one. 
It connects the symbolic labyrinth in the inner self (the remembered 
city) with the imaginary mirror on the outer world (reflected city 
memory). 
POINT 
A point has no dimension. A point marks on the outer surface of a cube. 
It marks the imaginary mi rror on the outer wor Id (reflected city memory) 
with an imprint 
MODEL 
A mode I is a theoretical complexity in itself which either brings a 
visual form or a conceptual order into the components of complex 
s i tuat i ons. 
A cube with planes, lines and points is used as a mode I of bringing 
the city, our memory, and their reflect ions into the components of the 
outer worId and the inner self that constitute our worId. 
ARCH ITECTURE 
Architecture function in two ways: A space for the happening of things 
and events； and a channel for the imagination of those happenings. 
Architecture function as the labyrinth (space) and as the mi rror 
(channel) simultaneously. As the labyrinth， it mediates spatial units 
and their relationships to one another. As the mi rror, it defines， 
se丨f—refIectiveIy， spatial enclosure and ego enclosure. 
THESIS 
My thesis is about architecture of Iabyr inth and mi rror, which is about 
reality and virtual ity. 
I present a labyrinth (city) within a labyrinth (memory) within yet 
another labyrinth (architecture)，and a mi rror (reflected city) within 




The basic grid of the city fabric of Mongkok forms its apparent order. 
KCR rai I way defines the East. Dundas Street defines it from Yau Ma Tei 
on the south. Port land Street defines it from its quieter neighbourhood 
on the West. Mongkok Road defines it from Prince Edward on the North. 
And Nathan Road bisects it with groups of city users， structured it 
with vehicular and metro system. 
GRID. LABYRINTH. 
The gr i d over laid by the I abyr i nth i ne networks of passages, a I 丨 eyways, 
MTR ex its, pedestrian subways, narrow stai rcases of residential blocks, 
interna丨 circulation and interconnections of ma I I s and office blocks, 
complicates its otherwise hierarchical order of city movement. 
GRID. LABYRINTH. TIME. 
The labyrinth in the grid changes over time by the removing of the old 
and the replacing of the new, forms the current mixing of old and new 
cannot distinguish which is which. Seconds, minutes， hours, day and 
night cycles, months, year cycles，decades and eternal reveaI that time 
create things all. 
GRID. LABYRINTH. TIME. BODY. 
Temporal scenarios in the labyrinthine over laid grid make one to have 
end less interpolations. City experience embodies the individual and 
collective memories by the body movement through the strata of time 
and space. 
GRID. LABYRINTH. TIME. BODY. MIRROR. 
One meanders across streets and toilets, homes and stalls， mind and 
body, public and private. City memories interweave with memories of 
the city. The fragmented, episodic and scattered memories mirror the 
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06一 LABYRINTH AND MIRROR/ THESEUS AND MINOTAUR/ NARCISSUS/ 
RACHEL WHITEREAD/ SARAH SZE/ JOSEPH CORNELL/ MEMORY BOXES/ WORLD 
AND SELF/ ITALO CALVI NO/ ZAIRA AND ITS PAST/ LABYRINTHINE 
CHARACTER/ NETWORK/ MED I AT I ON/ THE BIG STONE FEDORA AND THE 
LITTLE FEDORAS IN THE GLASS GLOBES/ MIRROR REFLECTIVITY/ I MAGES 
OF CONTAINMENT/ ENCLOSURE 
Inventory of box 06 
Marks on box: labyrinth and mirror/ Theseus and Minotaur/ Narcissus/ Rachel Whiteread/ 
Sarah Sze/ the medina/ world and self/ Joseph Cornell/ memory boxes/ Italo Calvino/ 
labyrinthine character/ Zaira and its past/ network/ mediation/ mirror reflectivity/ the 
big stone Fedora and the little Fedoras in the glass globes/ images of containment/ 
encIosure 
Contents inside box 
Plate 11. Labyrinth and mirror. 
Painting on a destroyed residential building in Palermo, Italy, (top). 
Brutus 483. pp. 218. 
Cuchi tunnel network, Ho Chi MinhGity, Vietnam, (middle). Thi s was hand-dug by Viet 
Mi nh guerr i I las during the Vietnam War, which expanded to 120 km of gal ler ies I inking 
living quarters, kitchens, hospitals, classrooms and theaters. 
Tour Voyage, Colors 49. pp. 17. 
The Greek mythology of Theseus and Minotaur. Narcissus, (bottom). 
Labyrinth and mirror// Labyrinth/ as routes, routine, sculptural element, more 
defined by form" Mi rror as texture, text, mat, carpet-1 i ke, more def i ned by program// 
The feel ings of outs ideness evolved when there is classical elements of orientation 
like continues corridors, pathways/ The feelings of insideness evolved when there 
are labyrinthine, intertwining fabrics of many possible ways in and out, no 
established circulation system// the metaphor/ from Greek mythology/ Theseus and 
Minotaur// about/ labyrinth// and/ Narcissus// about/ reflection or self 
refIection// 
Theseus and Minotaur// Knossos/ the city on Crete, contained the palace of King 
Minos// Minos/ because of his pride in refusing to sacrifice a special white bull 
to the gods caused them to make his wife Pasiphae f a I 丨 in love with the bul 丨 and give 
birth to the Minotaur// Daedalus/ the gifted craftsman, bui It the Labyrinth in order 
to trap the Minotaur within it// Theseus/ the Son of King Aegeus, voIunteered to f ight 
with the Minotaur. He eventually killed the Minotaur, with the help of Ariadne// 
Ariadne// the daughter of King Minos, by giving Theseus a clew of thread which he 
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tied to the entrance and unrol led as he went into the Labyrinth in order to find his 
way back without becoming lost// 
Narc i ssus// f e 丨 I i n I ove with his own i mage as ref I ected i n a st i I I poo I / / exemp I i f i es 
the seductive dangers of introversion and the contemplation of one's own endlessly 
fascinating self// 
Plate 12. Rachel Whiteread (left) and Sarah Sze (right). 
Rachel Whiteread's sculptures which cast - in rubber, concrete, plaster, and polyester 
resin — the negative spaces inside cIosets and underneath beds, sinks, bathtubs, and 
cha i rs. 
Rachel Whiteread. The Art and Culture Network ©1999-2003. 03 February 2003. 
<http://www. artandculture. com/arts/art i st?arti st I d=1171 > 
Sarah Sze's poetic transcendence of the ordinary things. 
Sze, Sarah. Sarah Sze. London; New York: Thames & Hudson, 2000. 
Quote. Art angel, from promotional leaflet, Rachel Whiteread 一 House, 1993 
"Like many pub I ic sculptures and memorials, "House" is a cast. But unl ike the bronzes 
which commemorate triumphs and tragedies, great men and heroic deeds, this new work 
commemorates memory itself through the commonplace of home. Whiteread's in situ work 
transforms the space of the private and domestic into the pub Iic _ a mute memorial 
to the spaces we have lived in, to everyday existence and the importance of home.“ 
Rachel Whiteread// sol idifies space//Using mater ia Is that include p I aster, concrete, 
resin, and rubber/ she updates the conventions of casting/ to mould not the object 
itself but the area within or around it//Chai rs, tables, beds, bathtubs, bookshelves, 
floors/ ordinary tilings that stand as evidence in the everyday hi stor ies of life/ 
have a I I been subject to this process of spatial transformation// 
"Houses are loaded: places where folks make love and trouble, cheat on tAeir taxes' 
scold thei r chi Idren, dr i nk too many cockta i I s, and break bread with friends. Actions 
of intimacy, decadence, indecency, and good o I d-fash i oned human i ty take p I ace i ns i de 
walls of stone, metal, wood, and glass. But what of the space itself, where events 
happen, where seeming emptiness defines the surrounding physical elements? Is it 
possible to have a visual relationship with something we cannot see?" 
Sarah Sze// creates site-specific installations/ of flowing structures consist of 
smaIl-scale household items/ such as clothespins, pIastic fIowers, packing crates, 
aluminium step I adders, gum, and breakfast cereal, brushes, screws, and toothpicks// 
"that respond to and infi Itrate the surrounding architecture// the intention is/ to 
discover a site similar to the way an archaeoIogi st uncovers layers of objects' 
monuments, and foundations."// 
Which are about/ architecture and the city// a metaphor for the urban fabric's 
shifting and improvised nature// in both mater iaI and form// the interplay between 
i nd i V i dua I components and overa I I structure// the boundari es between art and everyday 
• • 參 • • • 鲁 • • 參 • • 鲁 春 鲁 鲁 • 鲁 • 蠢 蠢 • • 鲁 • 鲁 
life// which are also about/ the world/ where neither emptiness nor saturation 
dominates/ where chaos is as relevant as order/ where the common is as important as 
the extraordinary// 
42 
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Plate 13. Labyrinth and mirror. 
Piranesi in Siena, (top). 
Mi I an, a huge mirror for a cei I i ng. (middle). 
Munari, Bruno. Love and Kisses, Exercises in Evasion. Mantua, Italy: Marzia Corraini 
srI, 2000. pp. 24, 39. 
The ultimate labyrinth. The medina, Tunis, Tunisia, (bottom). 
Hakim, Besim S. Arabic-Islamic Cities: Building & Planning Principles. London; New 
York: KPI, 1986. 
Plate 14. Other precedents. 
Tadao Ando's creation of a world within a world. Tadao Ando, Nakayama House, Suzaka 
Mara, Japan, 1983-5. (top). 
AG Fronzoni’s composition of storage. AG Fronzoni, La Polena Gallery, Genoa, Italy, 
1965. (middle). 
Sensual figures set against a measured grid. Kokei Kobayashi, The Hot Spring, 1918, 
watercolour on silk, (bottom). 
Pawson, John. Minimum. London: Phaidon Press Limited, 1998. pp. 109, 152’ 191. 
Plate 15. Other precedents 
A contemporary art installation in Guangzhou, China, (top). 
Part i c i pat i ng i n the p i ece, one begi ns a r ituaI of (d i s)pIacement, (d i s)or i entat ion, 
and temporary entrapment followed by a (re)tracing and a (re) member i ng. (middle). 
Alice Aycock, The Machine That Makes The World, 1979. 
"An abstract visual interpretation decodes the fragmented memory and feel ing of one’ s 
travelling experience." (bottom). 
SHIFT / 2003 CALENDAR COMPET! TION. Sh i ft Japan — E-z ine • 1997-2002. 19 January 2003. 
< http://www. shift, jp. org/072/2003calendar/> 
Plate 16. An artist studio in an industrial building, Fo Tan, Hong Kong. 
Quote. SHIFT / 2003 CALENDAR COMPET! HON. Sh i ft Japan - E-z ine © 1997-2002. 19 January 
2003. < http://www. shift. Jp. org/072/2003calendar/> 
"An abstract visual interpretation decodes the fragmented memory and feel ing of one’ s 
travelling experience. It symboli ses a traveller undergone an unknown visual and 
geographical territory. The body of a human figure transformed into a contour map. 
The image plays with symbolic topography, mapping and objects which suggest a 
trave I I er ’ s reca I I of an amb i guous sense of p I ace and season. Those memor i es are vivid, 
chaotic and yet surreal•” 
Plate 17. Memory Boxes. 
Joseph Cornell，s memory boxes as "star maps of a private universe", (top). Joseph 
Cornell, Assemblage, 1936-70. 
Cornel I. The Col lege of the Holy Cross • 2003. 01 April 2003. 
<http://www. ho Iyer OSS. edu/departments/v i sarts/vragu i n/proJects/corne / l/corne / /. htm> 
Treasure boxes and time capsule boxes, (middle and bottom). 
The Chinese treasure boxes as "the microcosm of the emperor's collection, the 
assemblage of the cultural playthings." 
Emperor's boxes. The Col lege of the Holy Cross • 2003. 01 April 2003. 
<httf\//www. ho Iyer OSS. edu/departments/v i sarts/vragu i n/projects/corne / l/corne / /. htm> 





history. In the emperor's treasure box. Of miniatures…" 
ON THE SAN FRANCISCO SILK ROAD. Richard Arlin StuH 11/96. 01 April 2003. 
<http://vmw. Humboldt, edu广geog309i/SF/SF. html〉 
Joseph Cornel I// works with assemblage/ the art of joining unl ikely objects or images 
together in a single context// Cornel I's boxes have been described as "star maps of 
參 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
a private universe"// with references to French symbolist poetry, American movies, 
dime-store merchandise, Renaissance art, and astronomical mapping// which 
intersects/ literature, internationalism, memory, popular culture, high art, and 
science// as/ memory boxes// 
Memory boxes// treasure boxes and t ime capsu I e boxes/ were used to store th i ngs/ wh i ch 
symbolizes the private worlds of an individual// just I\ke the emperor's treasure 
boxes// which "mark the I imits of the imperial col lection in time and space, reaching 
back to the dawn of Chinese civi 丨 ization, on the one hand, to beyond the empire on 
the other. The treasure box is thus a microcosm of the emperor's col lection. In this 
assemblage of diverse objects - culturaI playthings (wen wan) for the emperor - there 
is a levelling process, as all objects are accorded the same treatment, be they 
authentic relics of antiquity or copies of masterpieces of calligraphy." 
World and self// were revealed through work of art/ Tadao Ando's creation of a world 
within a world// zoom in/ Al ice Aycock's The Machine That Makes The World// zoom in/ 
Sarah Sze's poetic transcendence of the ordinary things// zoom in/ Sensual figures 
set against a measured grid/ zoom in/ AG Fronzoni's composition of storage// zoom 
in/ Rachel Whiteread's sculptures of casting the negative spaces of the everyday 
items// zoom in/ Andy Warhol's time capsule boxes// zoom in/ Joseph Cornel I's memory 
boxes of assemblage// were about/ the ultimate zoom out/ the outer world// and the 
ultimate zoom in? the inner self// 
I read/ invisible cites/ by/ Italo Calvino// 
Italo Calvino// invisible cites// Zaira and its past// which is about/ Labyrinthine 
character// network// mediation" and// the big stone Fedora and the I ittle Fedoras 
in the glass globes// which is about/ mirror reflectivity// images of containment// 
enclosure// 
Quote. Calvino, Italo. Ci t ies and memory 3’ Invisible Cities. Trans. Wi 11 iam Weaver. 
London: Pan Books Ltd, 1979. 
"In vain, great-hearted Kublai, shall I attempt to describe Zaira, city of high 
bastions. I could tel I you how many steps make up the streets rising I ike stairways, 
and the degree of the arcades' curves, and what kind of zinc scales cover the roofs; 
but I already know this would be the same as telI ing you nothing. The city does not 
consist of this, but of relationships between the measurements of its space and the 
events of its past: the height of a lamppost and the distance from the ground of a 
hanged usurper's swaying feet; the line strung from the lamppost to the railing 
opposite and the festoons that decorate the course of the queen's nuptial procession; 
the height of that rai I i ng and the leap of the adulterer who cl imbed over it at dawn; 
the ti It of a gutter ing and a cat's progress a long it as he si ips into the same window; 
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bomb that destroys the guttering； the rips in the f ish net and the three oId men seated 
on the dock mending nets and tel 丨 ing each other for the hundredth time the story of 
the gunboat of the usurper, who some say was the queen's i I legitimate son, abandoned 
in his swaddling clothes there on the dock. 
As this wave from memories fIows in, the city soaks up Iike a sponge and expands. 
• • ••鲁•鲁�o*** • • 參 • 拳 • • • • • 參 • • • • • • 參 • • • • • • • • 華 • • • • 參 參 * • • 眷 • 參 • • 鲁 • 
A description of Zaira as it is today should contain all Zaira's past. The city, 
however, does not tell its past, but contains it like the lines of a hand, written 
i n the corners of the streets, the grat i ngs of the wi ndows, the ban i sters of the steps, 
the antennae of the Iightning rods, the poles of the flags, every segment marked in 
turn with scratches, indentations, scrolls." 
Quote. Ca I vino, Italo. Cities and desire 4, Invisible Cities. Trans. Wi / / i am Weaver. 
London: Pan Books Ltd, 1979. 
"In the center of Fedora, that gray stone metropolis, stands a metal bui Iding with 
a crystal globe in every room. Looking into each globe, you see a blue city, the model 
of a different Fedora. These are the forms the city could have taken if, for one reason 
or another, it had not become what we see today. In every age someone, looking at 
Fedora as it was, imagined a way of mak i ng it the idea I city, but wFii ie he constructed 
his miniature mode I, Fedora was a I ready no longer the same as it was before, and what 
had been unti I yesterday a possible future became only a toy in a glass globe. 
The building with the globes is now Fedora's museum: every inhabitant visits it, 
chooses the city that corresponds to his desires, contemplates it, imagining his 
reflection in the medusa pond that would have col 丨ected the waters of the canal (if 
i t had not been dr i ed up), the v i ew from the h i gh canop i ed box a I ong the avenue reserved 
for elephants (now bani shed from the city), the fun of sliding down the spiral, 
twisting minaret (which never found a pedestal from which to rise). 
On the map of your empire, 0 Great Khan, there must be room both for the big,' stone 
Fedora and the I ittle Fedoras in glass globes. Not because they are all equally real, 
but because a I 丨 are only assumptions. The one contains what is accepted as necessary 
when it is not yet so; the others, what is imagined as possible and, a moment later, 
is possible no longer.“ 
Books. 
Calvino, Italo. InvisibIe Cities. Trans. VHi//iam )Neaver. London: Pan Books Ltd’ 1979. 
Cornel I. The Col lege of the Holy Cross © 2003. 01 Apri I 2003. 
<http://www. ho Iyer OSS. edu/departments/v i sarts/vragu i n/projects/corne / l/corne / /. htm> 
Hakim, Besim S. Arabic-Islamic Cities: Bui Id ing & Planning Principles. London; New 
York: KPI, 1986. 
Munari, Bruno. Love and Kisses, Exercises in Evasion. Mantua, Italy: Marzia Corraini 
srI, 2000. 
Rachel White read . The Art and Culture Network ©1999-2003. 03 February 2003. 
<http://www. artandculture. com/arts/artist?artistId=1171 > 
Rowe, Col in., and Slutzky, Robert. Transparency. Base!; Boston : Birkhauser Ver lag, 
c1997. 
Sze, Sarah. Sarah Sze. London; New York: Thames & Hudson, 2000. 
Young, James Edward. At memory's edge: after-images of the holocaust in contemporary 
art and architecture. New Haven: Yale University Press, c2000. 
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07_ THE PROGRAM/ THE ARCHIVE GALLERY/ START OF THE JOURNEY, 
COLLECT I ON OF THE BOX/ THE THING. THE BOX, THE LETTER/ STORAGE 
OF THE BOX/ RETRIEVAL OF THE BOX, THE ART I ST，S CONVERSATI ON/ FROM 
THE BOX TO THE INSTALLATION AND SO ON, THE CYCLE 
Inventory of box 07 
Marks on box: the program/ the archive gallery/ start of the journey, col lection of the 
box/ the thing, the box, the letter/ storage of the box/ retrieval of the box, the artist's 
conversation/ from the box to the installation and so on, the cycle 
Contents inside box 
The program// as an i nvented program// resemb I i ng the trad i t i ona 丨 bur i ed-torpedo type 
t ime capsu Ie/ but/ i n the sea 丨e of a c i ty// as an arch i tecture // to represent (ga I I ery) 
and shelter (archive) memory// a vessel of collective and individual memory/ an 
exchange venue// Time Capsule Mongkok (TCmk)/ as an institution// to target on the 
city dwel ler and city users, and to mi rror the mult ipl icit ies of Mongkok// Question 
to ask/ What const i tute c i ty memory?/ Who has access to i t?/ How it i s d i str i buted?// 
some kind of mix program of/ city memory archive, museum, public art centre and 
ceremony venue// the archive gallery// 
The archive gallery// as a mnemonic device// for/ memory/ registration, retention 
and reca I I// a procession/ to/ lock and unlock/ time, event, and memory// the eye I ic 
process of/attention, storage, rehearsal, retr i eva I / and so on//an act of/enter i ng’ 
recording, uploading, sealing, locking, reviewing, revisiting, downloading, opening, 
unlocking, evaluating// all take place in/ archive vs. gallery// 
Archive vs. gal丨ery// as a place for/ both/ private and collective memories" for/ 
individuals, families, friends, groups, i nst i tut i ons/and a I so the wa I k-i n v i s i tors’ 
the passer-by, the staff and the artists/ as the users to be// dwel lers and drifters/ 
where/ the private memories/ are separated from/ but reflective of/ the collective 
memories of the city itself// the opposition of/ private vs. public/ 
Private vs. publ ic//virtuaIity vs. reality/ individual vs. coI Iective/ particuIar 
vs. common/ inside vs. outside/ in—house vs. outbound/ TC Archive vs. TC Gallery// 
People put things in/ outer world to inner self// Artist work things out, inner self 
to outer world// Ordinary things to store for persona I// instalI at ion to pub I icize 
by artist for pub lie// Safe deposit box, procession, ceremony venue for sealing, 
opening// Parasite installation in existing blocks, collaboration studio, 
exhibition// 
Why people put things in// the archive// I ike a bank// TC Inc provides city dwellers 
51 
or users of Mongkok, a secure institutionalised pI ace to preserve valuable things 
either physically or virtually/ With the Iiabi Iity for safety and weather proof in 
this huge time capsule, a machine, a memory bank, over a long period of time/ 
Customized services of storage, retrieval venue, pub I i c d i spI ay, artist work, etc// 
Why artist work things out// the gallery// I ike a pub Iic art// Opposite bu i Id i ngs 
except ground and mezzanine floors as artist-in-residences/ TC Inc provides artists 
or any people who are enthusiastic with expressing ideas, a residence, workshop and 
exhibition space to be able to involve in this large memory project. They can 
contribute by means of public installation to express ideas// artist installation 
that response in accordance with the storing materials // Professional interpreters 
link up persona I or private objects with expression of collective memory// 
Why people visit here// the archive gal lery// I ike a museum// Outsiders to exper ience 
others memory as virtual signs of memory by means of visual feed, consumption of 
memory// and the cycle goes on and on// from the instal I at ion to the box// and from 
the box to the installation// 
The procession of// Total Recall: Encapsulating City & Memory// box vs. 
instalI at ion// 
Box vs. i nsta I lat ion// the ground p I ane/ the esca 丨 ator/ the process i on 
spiralling up/ the information/ the rack/ the start of the journey/ 
the collection of the box// 
The collection of the box// the particular box/ the room/ the door/ 
the chair/ the table/ the thing, the box, the letter// 
(Or) the col lection of the box// the ground plane/ the elevator/ the 
below ground/ the process ion going up/ the stairs between waI Is/ the 
shelves on both sides of walIs/ the particular shelf/ the storage of 
the box// 
The thing’ the box, the letter// the door/ the mai I box/ the procession 
spi ral 丨 ing up/ the steep stai rs between wal Is/ the mi rrors on both sides 
of walIs/ the stai rs/ the walIs/ the many stairs in between/ the many 
mirrored stai rs in between/ the shelves on both sides of walls/ the 
particular shelf/ the storage of the box// 
The storage of the box// the stai rs/ the above sky/ the event to 
happen/ / the letter/ // 
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// the ground plane/ the escalator/ the process ion spiral I ing up/ 
the information/ the mirrors on both sides of waI Is/ the stairs/ the 
wal Is/ the many stairs i n between/ the many m i r rored stairs in between/ 
the she I ves on both s i des of wa I I s/ the part icular she I f/ the part icular 
box/ the retrieval of the box// 
(Or) // the ground plane/ the elevator/ the below ground/ the 
process i on go i ng up/ the sta i rs between wa 丨 Is/ the she I ves on both s i des 
of waI Is/ the particular shelf/ the particular box/ the retrieval of 
the box// 
The retrieval of the box// the stairs/ the walIs/ the many stairs in 
between/ the many mirrored stairs in between/ the room/ the door/ the 
cha i r/ the I ow tab I e/ the box, the th i ng/ the i nsta M at i on/ the art i st's 
conversat ion// 
The artist's conversation// the sofa/ the coffee table/ the box, the 
thing/ the thing，the i nsta I I at i on/ from the box to the i nsta I I at ion 
and so on, the cycle// 
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Jiii. 
08 MODELS/ DRAWINGS/ SKETCHES/ SNAPSHOTS/ ENCAPSULATED 
Inventory of box 08 
Marks on box: mode Is/ drawings/ sketches/ snapshots/ encapsulated 
Contents inside box 
Plate 18. First semester (top) and second semester (bottom) presentation panels. 
Plate 19. Inventory of box 08— MODELS/ DRAWINGS/ SKETCHES/ SNAPSHOTS. Design process 
encapsulated. (Plate 19.1-5). 
Plate 20. Final drawings. (Plate 20.1-6). 
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Plate 1. The unpacking of box. 
“The unpacking of box after box does not lead 
at the core is endlessly deferred. The title 
Wayne Wang, Chinese Box, 1997. 
to revelation; rather, what is assumed to be 
identifies the fantasy of this metropolis." 
Plate 2. Final drawings (top) and metaphorical models with collage (middle and bottom). 
The archive gallery is about architecture of labyrinth and mirror, which functions as the 
labyrinth (network) and as the mirror (images of containment) simultaneously. 
Plate 3. Touristic experiences. 
Dialogue between the sight and 1’ the tourist, (top). 
Bernado, Jordi. Good News. Barcelona: Actar, 1998. 
The one, the thing, the place. Victoria harbour, Hong Kong, (bottom). 
Be the one (the not be I ong i ng, home I ess/ p I anners/ bus i nessmen/ art i sts/ tour i sts/ trave I I ers/ 
the belonging, home) 
in the place (Victoria Harbour, Hong Kong). 
Plate 4. The site, in the junction of Sai Yeung Choi Street South and Nelson Street, Mongkok, 
Hong Kong. 
Plate 5. Andy Warhol (left) and Dan Graham (right). 
Andy Warhol, Time capsule boxes, 1974-1987. 
The Warhol 一 Col lect ions - Archives. The Andy Warhol Museum ©2000. 03 November 2002. 
<http://mm. war ho I. org/co / lections/arch i ves. html〉 
Dan Graham's two-way mirrors. A Iberro, Alexander, ed. Two-way mirror power: selected writings 
by Dan Graham on his art. Cambridge, Mass. : MIT Press, c1999. 
'70: a gift 
Matsushita 
Plate 6. Time Capsule. 
Technical drawings of a time capsule. The Official record of time capsule Expo 
to the people of the future from the people of the present day. Kodama, Japan: 
Electric Industrial Co. , c1980. 
Plate 7. Design process memory flow chart. 
Plate 8. Metaphorical drawings. 
Time capsule as sign and as mirror. 
PI ate 9. Metaphorical models and col I age. 
Plate 10. Aerial photo, Mongkok, Hong Kong. 
Plate 11. Labyrinth and mirror. 
Painting on a destroyed residential building in Palermo, Italy, (top). 
Brutus 483. pp. 218. 
Cuchi tunnel network, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, (middle). This was hand-dug by Viet Minh 
guerri I I as dur i ng the Vi etnam War, wh i ch expanded to 120 km of gal leries I inking I iving quarters, 
kitchens, hospitals, classrooms and theaters. 
Tour Voyage, Colors 49. pp. 17. 
The Greek mythology of Theseus and Minotaur. Narcissus, (bottom). 
Plate 12. Rachel Whiteread (left) and Sarah Sze (right). 
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Rachel Whiteread's sculptures which cast - in rubber, concrete, plaster, and polyester resin — 
the negative spaces inside closets and underneath beds, sinks, bathtubs, and chairs. 
Rachel White read . The Art and Culture Network ©1999-2003. 03 February 2003. 
<http://www. artandculture. com/arts/artist?artistId=1171 > 
Sarah Sze's poetic transcendence of the ordinary things. 
Sze, Sarah. Sarah Sze. London; New York: Thames & Hudson, 2000. 
PI ate 13. Labyrinth and mirror. 
Piranesi in Siena, (top). 
Mi Ian, a huge mirror for a ceiling, (middle). 
Munari, Bruno. Love and Kisses, Exercises in Evasion. Mantua, Italy: Marzia Corraini srI, 
2000. pp. 24, 39. 
The ultimate labyrinth. The medina, Tunis, Tunisia, (bottom). 
Hakim, Besim S. Arabic-Islamic Cities: Bui Iding & Planning Principles. London; New York: KPI, 
1986. 
Plate 14. Other precedents. 
Tadao Ando's creation of a world within a world. Tadao Ando, Nakayama House, Suzaka Nara, Japan, 
1983-5. (top). 
AG Fronzoni's composition of storage. AG Fronzoni, La Polena Gal lery, Genoa, Italy, 1965. 
(m i dd I e). 
Sensual figures set against a measured grid. Kokei Kobayashi, The Hot Spring, 1918, watercolour 
on silk, (bottom). 
Pawson, John. Minimum. London: Phaidon Press Limited, 1998. pp. 109, 152’ 191. 
Plate 15. Other precedents 
A contemporary art installation in Guangzhou, China, (top) 
By moving one's body through it involves exper ientiaI t ime and memory, (middle). AliceAycock, 
The machine That Makes The World, 1979. 
"An abstract visual interpretation decodes the fragmented memory and feeling of one's 
travelling experience." (bottom). 
SHIFT / 2003 CALENDAR COMPETITION. Shift Japan - E-zine © 1997-2002. 19 January 2003. 
<http://w¥m. shift, jp. org/072/2003calendar/> 
Plate 16. An artist studio in an industrial building in Fo Tan, Hong Kong. 
Plate 17. Memory Boxes. 
Joseph Cornell's memory boxes as "star maps of a private universe", (top). Joseph Cornel I, 
Assemblage, 1936-70. 
Cornel I. The Col lege of the Holy Cross • 2003. 01 April 2003. 
<http://www. ho Iyer OSS. edu/departments/v i sarts/vragu i n/projects/corne / l/corne / /. htm> 
Treasure boxes and time capsule boxes, (middle and bottom). 
The Chinese treasure boxes as "the microcosm of the emperor's col lection, the assemblage of 
the cultural playthings." 
Emperor's boxes. The Col lege of the Holy Cross • 2003. 01 Apr i I 2003. 
<http://mfw. ho Iyer OSS. edu/departments/v i sarts/vragu i n/projects/corne / l/corne / /. htm> 
"• • • Got to know how to see. Different real ities. Different layers. . . And that there's history. 
In the emperor's treasure box. Of miniatures...“ 
ON THE SAN FRANCISCO SILK ROAD. Richard Arlin StuH 11/96. 01 April 2003. 
<http://mm. Humboldt, edu厂geog309i/SF/SF. html> 
Plate 18. First semester (top) and second semester (bottom) presentation panels. 
Plate 19. Inventory of box 08_ MODELS/ DRAWINGS/ SKETCHES/ SNAPSHOTS. Design process 
encapsulated. (Plate 19.1-5). 
Plate 20. Final drawings. (Plate 20. 1-6). 
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10 DEDI CAT IONS: THIS THES IS IS SOMEWHERE SOMETI ME WITH 
This is the thesis report of Total Recall: Encapsulating City & Memory, 
prepared by Winnie Chan Yuen Lai; advised by Professor Puay-peng Ho; 
inspired by my col leagues and my studio teachers, Bernard，Bruce, Gladys， 
Gu, Leng Woo, Nancy, Puay-peng and Vito; with support of my friends and 
fami Iy, my dad, my mum, Yuen Yi and Kin; in memory of my grandmother ； with 
a I I those around, here or there, before or after, remembered or forgotten； 
in the Department of Architecture, the Chinese University of Hong Kong, 
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